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Russell T

on
05/22/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a fantastic handgun. Very little recoil. While it’s nice to have a magazine with 19 rounds or having the weapon with 20, (one chambered), this become a heavy weapon. Initially purchase for range shooting and home defense. Where I currently reside, there is magazine limitation of 19 rounds. So….at one time I thought I might be able carry the XDM, that now is not an option. Don’t have a ton of ammo through it, maybe 1000 rounds, but it hasn’t missed a beat or jammed at all. If you’re looking for a solid, reliable, weapon, you owe the XDM a look. Additionally, as I’m told, Springfield recommends 147g ammunition. The XDM, will shoot anything from 115g to the 147 , FMJ and JHP. When I purchased mine, it came with a really decent lockable plastic container, speed-loader, r-hand OSW poly holster, 3 magazines, 2 magazine belt carrier. Awesome handgun. 











Craig R

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It was a good gun!! I'm sorry I sold it. I opted for a 45 Cal single stack for concealed carry. 











Jeff S

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It's been a while since I purchased the XDM9, but I have to say it is one of the most comfortable handguns I have owned. The grip fits my hand like it grew there. The gun is accurate and I have not experienced any issues with jamming or misfire. The gun is easy to break down for cleaning. Very happy with this choice 











Sam M

on
01/06/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun! Accurate/Reliable! 











Ryan H

on
08/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Accurate and reliable out of the box - I tested with a variety of FMJ, as well as Speer Gold Dot 124gr +p, Winchester 127gr +p+, and Federal 115gr 9BPLE, and the gun gobbled them all up. 











Douglas S

on
12/07/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought a year ago for my girlfriend. She loves this gun. Great fit and feel in hand. Great buy for the price. 











Reginald V

on
12/23/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received the Springfield XDM and was impressed by the case it came in along with the magazines, holster and magazine holster. I have yet to take it to the range but I will after the first. Although it states when making a comment, limit to "the product reviewed". However I must give an appreciation for the customer service representative I dealt with. She was very helpful and I believe she helped get the Springfield in my hands before Christmas. Thank you. 











Richard B

on
07/31/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first time buying from buds....painless, and great service!! I received my gun with no issues and went to the range the next day. Ran a hundred rounds of 115 LAX Factory new 9mm through it, and not one issue! I had rented some XDM's at the range before, and it shot very similar. That means to me, that it is a very durable and reliable gun. (Rentals are known for not getting cleaned all that often) If your looking at a nice semiautomatic handgun, check out the XDM, and check all over...but the best price I could find was right here at buds!! 











Karreem R

on
02/09/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my product exactly as advertised thanks will shop here again soon 











Carl W

on
10/01/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got it in today. I already own the 3.8 version. Getting this one because my wife ended up "stealing" my 3.8 for competition. You really can't beat the quality of this gun. People can call it a glock copy all they want, but if you hold this one and then hold a glock, you really see the refinement in the XDm. The extra safeties give you a little more piece of mind, but are easily disabled just by using the firearm as intended. The XDm also has a little age on it now, and there are a bunch of accessories and replacement parts to up your XDm game. So if you want something a little more refined than a glock, and want something that you can compete wtih, and still use for defensive/home use. You really can't beat the XDm 4.5. 











Earl C

on
07/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










If you are searching for a great quality affordable full sized 9mm handgun the XDM 4.5 is one handgun to consider. I have owned a few others that were just OK 9mm's. This gun is very well made and feels good in the hand and shoots very good right out of the box. Very well made. Bud's makes it easy to buy online. If I can't find something locally, Bud's usually has it and most time cheaper even with the FFL fees. 5 Stars for the XDM and Bud's. 











Jody H

on
04/26/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great job Bud's!! Shipped my xdm the day after my echeck cleared. As far as the gun goes, its awesome, my new favorite. If you're on the fence about buying one I would encourage you to go for it, this gun is amazing. Thanks again Bud's!! 











Joey W

on
03/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received xdm9 4.5 today and this is one great looking gun. I fell in love with this gun after my buddy got the xdm9 3.8 but I wanted to try the full sized as I already have a few carry guns. Shoots great, trigger is awesome, very accurate. Have only put a few rounds through it today but plan on a few hundred going through it this weekend. Fast shipping from Bud's and by far best deal I could find. Thanks 











Andew L

on
02/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great overall experience with Buds. Fast shipping to the FFL on their website. The Springfield XDm 9MM 4.5 is a very nice gun, it's easy to shoot and I've had zero issues with the gun, close to 1000 rounds. Springfield will be on the top of my list when I buy my next gun. 











Gladys R

on
03/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun! I had practiced with this and other guns at the range (they rent several pieces), and the xdm 9 was always my go to. It feels great, no misfires, great accuracy. I would recommend this gun. Also, Buds has a great price, I've talked to other xdm owners and they are all jealous of how much less I paid. 











Alan G

on
02/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful weapon. Haven't taken it to the range yet, but everything arrived exactly as ordered. Bud's kept me up to date on every step of my order. Couldn't of asked for a smoother transaction. Thanks Bud's! 











Jeff H

on
02/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










By far the most comfortable gun i have ever shot. Love this gun!. thanks Buds for a great deal 











Greg G

on
01/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's rocks! Excellent gun. Like the other reviewer, I'm a huge fan of the XDM .45 4.5, so I couldn't resist this 9mm with it's awesome capacity at such a fair price. In this size (and compared to the big boy .45) there's very little kick and the gun is very accurate. Twice the slide failed to lock back after the mag was emptied. I think it was the ammo, though. It hasn't done that since. Also I wish I had ordered the one with the Trijicon night sights, but I mistakenly assumed all XDM's came with those. 











Roger A

on
01/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just received my new Springfield XDm 9mm yesterday. Buds did a great job of getting the gun to me as fast as they did considering the number of folks who are purchasing guns of all sorts at this time. Can't say as I blame them. The XDm is perfect right out of the box. It has a really smooth trigger pull and is tight as a drum. I love it and would recommend it to anyone who likes a Glock style pistol but is looking for one that you can make the grip either smaller or larger with the interchangeable grips. 











Erik R

on
01/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my XDm in .45 ACP, so when I saw the identical handgun in 9mm, I couldn't resist - especially with those 19 (!) round mags! The gun is beautifully put together, and the clean, non-swirled finish and feel of the barrel reminds me a lot of my Sig Sauer P239 (also from Bud's). I have yet to shoot it, but if it is as accurate as its big brother, I will be pleased. My only knock on these XDm handguns I have purchased - in both cases, one of the white dots on the rear sight was missing a significant portion of the white dot. Now, it isn't that big of a deal for me, because I replace stock sights with night sights. However, this is something buyers who plan on keeping the stock sights should be aware of. Also, there is one known part that should be upgraded if you get a chance. The striker retaining pin is a roll pin whose roll doesn't even partially overlap. Each end of the sheet rolled to make the pin just touches the other. For peace of mind, or if you are going to put a serious workout on the gun regularly, I recommend finding a better pin and replacing the original. I guess the sights and the roll pin make it sound as though this is a poor weapon, but I don't see it that way. Buying this 9mm, I was aware of wanting to replace the sights and the roll pin, so it didn't matter to me. The gun performs well, is structurally sound, is easy to clean, and looks intimidating. I love it! 











Clayton H

on
11/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My Springfield 9mm XDM arrived in what seems to be record time from Buds. Thanks for the prompt service. Am really looking forward to my trip to the range in the near future. Thanks Buds for the work on your end. Another satisfied customer. 











Jerry C

on
10/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first gun purchase and Bud's service is excellent. The XDM-9 has performed flawlessly for the first 1500 rounds. Super accurate and comes with 3 grip straps, which are easy to change out. Very easy to take down and clean. State of the art precision with match grade barrel. I especially like the automatic safeties (grip and trigger). I could not be happier with my purchase. 











Sean L

on
08/31/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's: I ordered Sunday night and received Friday afternoon. I was kept updated on the shipping status through email and while stalking the website in anticipation. XDM: This is a fantastic gun. I have put around 500 rounds through it in the first few weeks with no issues whatsoever. The gun feels very solid, well made, and tight. It shoots extremely well with very manageable recoil for quick recovery, and the trigger action is nearly perfect. I have read some reviews that say it shoots slightly low or left. I do not think I have enough experience behind it to officially make that call. I did tend to have more shots hit slightly low or left at around 25 yards, but I attribute that to anticipating more recoil since I have more revolver and high caliber experience. Although, when I relaxed, took my time, and concentrated, I was hollowing out the bullseye from 25 yards; the accuracy is amazing and the more I shoot it the better it makes me. As with any gun, learning the best sight picture, grip, positioning, etc. will get you the results you are looking for. The equipment it comes with makes it the best deal out there in my humble opinion. It comes with a range paddle holster, magazine holder with adjustable tension, 2 magazines, trigger lock, cleaning brush, backstrap replacements, and a speed loader. The speed loader is a life-saver (especially for the last few rounds) and works VERY well despite reviews of people who don't know how to use it. I saw another reviewer who said that he ordered 2 extra mags bringing the total mag count to 4, and I decided to follow suit. This is a good decision because the case has cutouts for 3 mags and the 4th fits in the gun. Taking the gun apart and cleaning is very easy and straightforward. Cleaning is a bit more involved because there are more "nooks and crannies" in this gun than most. However, do not let a few extra minutes and q-tips deter you from buying this gun. I bought this for a fun range gun since my shotgun and revolver are my defense weapons, but I would not hesitate to trust my life with this weapon. Whatever you plan to use it for, it will fit your needs beautifully... especially at $549, so BUY IT... 











Randall M

on
06/28/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol. I already have an XD .45 and now I add the XD-M 9mm to my collection. I would recommend that anyone looking at getting a 9mm take this one into serious consideration. Solid gun, good price. 











Jason M

on
06/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What else can be said about the XDM but wow! The gun shoots perfect. Have put about 150 rounds through it (various brands), no FTF or FTE. And Buds was excellent. Quick shipping and got exactly what I ordered. Make sure to sign up for the BuySafe though. The price dropped over $40.00, and since I did sign-up for the service, they sent me a check for the difference. Will be buyin from Buds again. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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